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Welcome

Superdraft has always been your partner for finding innovative home designs and renovation 
projects. This year, Superdraft’s expert building designers worked hand in hand with some of 
Australia’s leading suppliers and home design professionals to get you up to date on the 
trends you will see this coming year. We have investigated new product releases, colour 
palettes, exterior and interior materials and new design principles to provide you with insights 
on the home innovation trends you can expect this 2022.

You’ll see home design trends combining new and old elements resulting in a unique overall 
home design. This comprehensive guide will help you determine which design ideas you will 
implement on your home renovation project in  2022. Functionality, longevity, quality and an 
aesthetic that is eclectic and timeless has been embraced. 

The trends for 2022 focuses on designs that improve the lifestyle of homeowners. While it 
focuses on aesthetics, it also tackles technology, sustainability, and function.

Trends come and go, and it is not unusual to see old trends resurface. With so many sources of 
home design inspiration, it can be challenging to determine which trends will hold up and 
which ones won’t last. Exposure to thousands of  has taught us to be more 
creative and confident with our design choices. As such, the world has become increasingly 
design savvy and interiors are less predictable.

inspirational images
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to our top home design trends for 2022 report.

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspiration


This trends report investigates 
the following principles that 
will shape 2022.

Interior styles

Lighting design trends & smart tech

Colour palettes soft furnishings & furniture styles

Trending interior materials, finishes & fixtures

Key kitchen and bathroom trends 2022

New & popular building materials and finishes for 2022

Living room design trends

Outdoor living trends

Thats a wrap!

Flooring Trends for 2022
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Trend 1
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Interior styles

French Provincial is a preferred style 
because of its charm, simplicity, and cozy 
vibe. Stucco walls will be popular as they 
add texture to your interiors—a common 
feature in French Provincial homes. Large 
windows will also be in vogue to let in more 
light—a critical element in achieving this 
design.

Growing up in a society overwhelmed by technology and consumerism, many Millennials and Gen 
Z’s seek a simple life and desire less. The wholesome trend of Cottagecore is a celebration of 
traditional rural life and simple pleasures. Think dreamy chocolate-box cottage set amid the English 
countryside. There will be checks, stripes and florals, mismatched vintage crockery, and antique 
furniture styled in a way that gives the space a cool edge.


French provincial style

Refined cottagecore


Lisa Romerein Photography

James Lane Photographer: Valerio Geraci

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/james-lane


During the Covid-19 pandemic, European 
home designs have become so popular as 
they offer a sense of escape to a far-flung 
destination. Modern Mediterranean interiors 
evoke the simple yet romantic style of 
Southern Europe. This means light and warm 
tones and the use of natural materials, 
including wood, ceramics, and cotton. Cool 
whites are being ‘warmed up’ by earthy, 
brown-based creams, beiges, tan, subtle 
terracotta tones and rustic textures to create 
a relaxed holiday vibe. 

If you want to know which colours look great on your modern Mediterranean interiors, check out 
the extensive colour library from Resene.

Modern mediterranean
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Tiento Tiles

The strong influence of Coastal and Hamptons 
styles that have graced many magazine covers 
over the last few years are still a much desired 
aesthetic and will continue to carry through into 
2022. 

Raked ceilings, light timber floors, white 
everything with brushed metallic accents, 
and rattan furniture shows no signs of 
losing their appeal anytime soon. However, 
with a renewed appreciation for nature, 
this year will see more earth and sea-
inspired hues work their way into this style 
of home. Some people are also opting to 
introduce more black elements and colours 
as an alternative to the predominantly “all 
white” palette.


Oknalux

Coastal style

Adopting accentuated organically formed curves and arches is huge in home design today.  
Big curves also help balance the harshness of straight lines common in interior designs and 
add a playful element to a space. Think archways, wavy curved patterns and bold, dramatic 
curved forms.

Big curves 

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/resene
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/tiento-tiles
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/oknalux


Using sustainable materials is an excellent way 
of designing homes while helping conserve the 
environment, and this trend will carry on for 
years to come. Natural fibres are breathable and 
can help improve ventilation in homes. They are 
hypoallergenic and have organic anti-bacterial 
properties making them ideal for those wary of 
allergens and allergic reactions. Linen and 
bamboo are two of the most popular natural 
fibres among interior design experts and 
homeowners. 

Natural fibres
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Using black accents is a trend you can expect in 2022, 
especially among homeowners who are gearing towards 
minimalist home designs. It can add depth and edge to 
home spaces providing homeowners with a point of 
interest. Black accents will stand out particularly for 
homeowners using subdued or neutral tones as their 
main interior colours.

If you’re looking for a way of incorporating 
black accents to your minimalist interiors, you 
can check Mocka Home Furniture’s line of 
products. Adding black accents to your home 
interiors doesn’t require drastic renovations. 
You can achieve it by simply replacing the 
handles and knobs of cabinets, vanities, and 
tv consoles with black ones. You can also 
paint the handrail and baluster of your 
staircase with black paint.


Black accents

Improving natural lighting is a key trend that 
will remain popular in 2022. We see large-
sized double-glazed windows to be all the 
rage next year as they allow abundant 
natural light into spaces while keeping the 
noise from outside to a minimum. High 
ceilings will also be popular to enhance a 
house’s capacity to bring in more light. 
Skylights, on the other hand, will also go 
mainstream for homes with limited sources 
of natural light like townhouses or those in 
crowded urban communities.

Natural lighting

Halcyon Lake

Mocka

Bryan Sebring

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/halcyon-lake
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/mocka


Colour palettes, soft 
furnishings and furniture styles

Trend 2
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Project Flooring & Design
James Lane

Interior colour palettes are becoming warmer and richer in the form of neutral, earthy colours 
and organic natural finishes that offer a greater connection to nature. Comforting products 
such as soft, tactile fabrics and curve hugging furniture forms will also be heavily influencing 
many homes this year. 

With more people forced to spend their time indoors, furniture that focuses on comfort will 
increase in popularity. Modular furniture designs will be a continuing trend especially for 
people with limited spaces. With modular furniture, you can enjoy flexibility in using your 
furniture without sacrificing precious space.

We also see outdoor spaces serving indoor needs more often, like patios becoming secondary 
dining areas. This means sofas and cushions with water-repellent fabric that will protect them 
against the elements will become a trend in 2022

Furniture styles

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/project-floors-and-design
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/james-lane
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Colours linking back to nature that create a peaceful and comforting environment will prove 
most popular this year. Pantone recently released its Colour Trend Report for Spring and 
Summer 2022, and it features 10 amazing colours to help you take your home design projects 
to the next level. 


Pantone have introduced 10 amazing colours for Spring and 
Summer 2022. The list includes Cascade, Coral Rose, Super 
Sonic, Popcorn, Bubblegum, and Potpourri.

The list includes Cascade, Coral Rose, Super Sonic, Popcorn, Bubblegum, and Potpourri. 
Rounding off the list are Sudan Brown, Fragile Sprout, Orchid Bloom, and Coffee Quartz. A 
common denominator among these Spring and Summer colours is how bright and playful they 
are, making them ideal for inspiring spontaneity and visually pleasing designs.

Pantone has also unveiled its Colour of the Year 
for 2022, and it is Very Peri. The company 
described it as a periwinkle hue combining the 
tranquillity of blue with energetic red. Very Peri 
is a happy and warm shade of blue that 
exudes a powerful feeling of newness, making 
it an excellent choice for homeowners who 
want to give their homes a new and energetic 
atmosphere through renovations. 

Colour palettes 

Pantone
Very peri

Pantone
Coral rose

Resene

Mint Art Co

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/resene
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/mint-art-co


Lighting design trends and 
smart technology 
In 2022, minimalistic shapes with clean lines and monochromatic palettes will take centre 
stage, revealing the beauty of simplicity. Designs will be pared back and curated with 
intention while still making a bold statement. Timeless designs combined with the latest in 
lighting technology will continue to be popular in the new year. They will feature sustainable 
materials, earthy textures and neutral shades that create a relaxed vibe. Perfectly imperfect 
finishes like seagrass, cane and rattan will help bring nature indoors and create a tranquil 
atmosphere.

Trend 3

Smart lighting continues to be a strong focus as more people understand how it can 
positively impact our health and wellbeing. We see customisable smart lights to be popular in 
2022. You can program them to turn on when you get home or dim at a selected time during 
the night. You can also program smart lights to automatically turn off during certain hours, 
so you don’t have to worry about forgetting to turn off your lights before going to work. 
Check out Beacon Lighting for smart lighting options.

Smart lighting

Beacon Lighting Beacon Lighting

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/beacon-lighting
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/beacon-lighting
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/beacon-lighting


Smart window treatments can also help you save money on utilities because they make it easy 
for you to control the temperature in your house easily. With a stable and comfortable indoor 
temperature, there’s no need to constantly adjust thermostats or air-conditioning systems that 
use a lot of electricity.

Trend 3

It’s not surprising to see the use of smart home 
security systems to be all the rage because safety 
is of paramount importance to everyone. Smart 
home security sets that comprise of door sensors, 
CCTV cameras, and smoke detection devices tied 
together using an application or an internet-based 
system will remain on demand. Now that travelling 
has eased in many countries prior to the 
pandemic, homeowners need to monitor their 
homes remotely when vacationing or doing 
business overseas.

Smart windows

Smart home security


In 2022, smart window treatments will also be popular. You can operate shutters and blinds 
remotely with a flick of a switch, a remote-control unit, or a mobile application. These window 
treatments are safe for children and pets because they usually don’t have dangling cords.

Lutron



Credits: Hirouyki OkiCredit: the architecture design
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Trending interior materials, 
finishes and fixtures for 2022

Indoor plants will remain a thing in 2022. Beautiful planters made of natural materials like 
rattan, cork, stone, or bamboo will particularly be in vogue, adding a rustic vibe to any space. 

On the other hand, engineered wood will remain a popular flooring material because it is 
harvested sustainably and generally a cost-effective product. To boot, engineered wood 
resists contraction and expansion, making it ideal for humid and moist areas where natural 
wood performs poorly, like bathrooms and kitchens.

Another option for creating a biophilic home interior is using nature-inspired wallpaper like 
those printed with wildflowers or foliage from Mint Art Co. They  also have  nature-inspired wall 
art that you can hang anywhere in your home, like floral designs or seascapes.

Biophilic design & natural finishes 

Trend 4

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/mint-art-co
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Laminex
Credit: Laminex

Design: Kate Walker

Move over marble. The demand for durable finishes and antimicrobial surfaces will rise. With 
a stronger focus on health and hygiene, more spaces will begin to be designed with solid 
surfaces such as Corian and antibacterial / antimicrobial laminates or metals. 

Ultra-matte, chalky and textured surfaces will be favoured over polished and gloss finishes. 
Laminex has just introduced Invisitouch® technology into their AbsoluteMatte products 
which is a highly durable surface technology that delivers built-in fingerprint, stain and 
scratch resistance!

Durable surface finishes

Oaks remain popular, however colour tones continue to shift from bleached blondes to warmer 
honey tones and darker wood grains such as walnut. There’s also a growing demand for 
plywood veneer look laminates in darker black or smoked birch colourways. 



Emil Dervish

Credit: Brickworks
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Interior design elements will take on a functional, pared back, ‘less-is-more’ approach. 
Designs will eliminate intricate details so they can be easily cleaned. For example, joinery with 
clean, simple junctions between surfaces that prevent dirt from becoming trapped. 

Simplified design details 

Just as the seamless, clean lines of rectified tiles are being embraced, so are invisible door 
frames. This modern solution that eliminates the need for architraves around the door frame.

Invisible door frames



There will be a shift away from darker colours, like charcoal and anthracite, to warmer, lighter 
tones of beige and warm grey. More people are using the same tile floor and wall to lighten the 
space and create a seamless, clean look. 

Tile trends
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Geometric tiles

Creating a statement using geometric 
tiles is another trend to look out for 
because of the unique look geometric 
tiles can give to any room or space in 
your home. If you want to veer away from 
the usual square tiles, you can go with 
rectangles, diamonds, triangles, 
hexagons, or polygons. You can also go 
with fish scale tiles if you are feeling 
adventurous and want something eye-
popping for your bathroom.

Textured tiles 

Textured, organic finishes in warm tones of beige, terracotta and natural white have been 
popular in 2021 and will continue into 2022. Expect to see new porcelain ranges with a focus on 
these warmer colours for use internally and externally, in small and large formats. Handmade 
Moroccan tiles in varying formats along with Terrazzo will still have their place, both in real 
terrazzo or terrazzo look porcelain. 

Tiento Tiles

Tiento tiles Tiento tiles 

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/tiento-tiles
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Large format tiles

Large-format tiles will be excellent flooring materials if you want to go for contemporary or 
elegant home interiors in 2022. They can also be ideal for small rooms because large format 
tiles give an illusion of spaciousness. They are also quicker to install, making them ideal for 
homeowners who want to renovate their flooring but are working on a tight schedule. The Tile 
Factory Outlet has a wide selection of large format tiles in different styles, colours and 
designs, so you’re sure to find one that will look great on your floor. 

Sustainably made tiles

Tile factories in Italy and Spain have made large strides in their focus of a circular 
manufacturing process. Many now have a closed loop with all waste materials recycled 
either internally or externally, back into the manufacturing process. 

Tile Factory Outlet

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/tile-factory-outlet
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Trend 5

Key kitchen and bathroom 
trends 2022

Tactile finishes 
The additional time spent at home is encouraging deeper consideration into details such as 
textures. This evolution towards more tactile and textured design is making its way into both 
bathrooms and kitchens, with a real focus on luxury materials to create striking aesthetics. 

Combining luxurious smooth, rough, soft and hard finishes creates contrast and differentiates 
key objects and surfaces. This provides real tangible experiences for the user and can 
transform light and atmosphere within an interior. Aside from being aesthetically pleasing, 
tactile finishes also make bathrooms safer because of the extra grip to the users. Unlike tiles 
with smooth finishes that can be slippery, tiles with tactile finishes provide traction to help 
avoid accidental slips.

YDL Stone
Oliveri

YDL Stone

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/ydl-stone
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/oliveri
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/ydl-stone


Polytec

Natural stone flooring will be an excellent investment if you’re renovating kitchens and 
bathrooms in 2022 because of its innate durability. Natural stone floors are easy to clean and 
maintain, so you don’t have to spend a lot of time cleaning them. Natural stone is also an 
excellent flooring material because it is an excellent conductor of heat, making it ideal for 
homeowners wanting to install underfloor heating systems.
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Natural stone

Beautiful wall lighting is being integrated into both kitchens and bathrooms. Sconces have 
been gaining traction as they provide a unique effect that feels more serene and ambient 
than overhead lighting. Sconce lighting is also perfect for applying make-up and shaving as it 
does not cast down shadows like a pendant light does. 

The bathroom is becoming a true expression of the homeowner, with bold choices even in 
the tiniest of details. The demand for coloured tapware, solid surfaces, detailed woodwork 
and textured basin and bath materials is on the rise and will dominate bathrooms in 2022.  

Sconce lighting

Bathroom design trends

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/polytec


Construction - M.J Harris Group (mjharrisgroup) 

Designer - Emilee McHugh (emileemchugh_)


Photo - Dylan James (dylanjamesphotography)

Tapware: @meiraustralia 
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Bathrooms have transformed from a utilitarian space into a wellness escape. This transition 
has been happening for some time, however, the stress and strain of the COVID-response will 
likely expedite the desire for in-home retreats.   

Natural finishes and brushed surfaces will pursue the “day spa” look as we move away from a 
clinical and highly polished look. The Moku natural stone and wood basins available from the 
Renovator Store can work well in achieving this style.  

There is a clear and growing focus on hidden comforts such as hard-wired heated towel rails 
and under-floor heating (with a smart wifi controller) to ensure there are warm fluffy towels 
ready for shower time, and a floor that is not cold to the feet. 

The at-home spa

Hygiene and the longevity of the bathroom is at the forefront of 
Australian renovators’ minds, through balancing smart design 
with clever product choices. Think open space layouts with wide, 
walk-in showers, overheight toilets, smart toilets, bidets, sensor 
toilet flush buttons and touchless tapware.  

Products that allow for design flexibility will become more 
popular as we move into 2022. For example, tapware that 
can be easily updated such as the Mizu Universal inwall 
tapware body by Reece allows the trimkit (the visible

part of wall-mounted tapware) to be swapped out

over time. This makes it so easy to refresh tapware

as needs change and trends and styles shift. 

Cool product examples to check out from Reece:

Mizu Universal inwall tapware body

Hideaway + Sensor Button / Plate 
Black  

Wolfen sensor tapware

Roca In-Wash Inspira Smart Toilet 

American Standard SpaLet 
Bidet Seat

Future proofing the bathroom 

https://www.instagram.com/emileemchugh_/
https://www.instagram.com/dylanjamesphoto/
https://www.instagram.com/meiraustralia/


Construction - M.J Harris Group (mjharrisgroup) 

Designer - Emilee McHugh (emileemchugh_)


Photo - Dylan James (dylanjamesphotography)

Tapware: @meiraustralia 


Builder and Styling: Zou Build

Photo: Rachael Lane Pictures

Tapware: @meiraustralia
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Blurring the boundaries between traditional interior and exterior spaces is inspiring designers 
to explore the relationship between architecture and nature – especially in the bathroom. 

2022 will see blonde timbers, travertines and warmer brushed metallic finishes combined to 
achieve a perfect balance in creating luxurious fluid bathroom designs.

Exploring materiality 

On trend tapware for the bathroom

Lux metal finishes 

Just as popular are aged finishes such as Reece’s living rustic bronze or tumbled brass 
which naturally tarnish over time. They bring character to a modern bathroom, giving the 
appearance of a worn and much loved tap – but without losing any quality or 
functionality over time. 

Reece’s gunmetal and brushed nickel are also strong contenders for straight-talking 
chrome, encroaching on Australia’s #1 tapware colour choice. 

Tapware is always a hot topic! Luxurious metal finishes are on the rise, as consumers are 
more accustomed to non-traditional colours. There is a lot of interest in gold and its many 
variations. Meir’s Champagne (rose gold) and Tiger Bronze (brushed gold) are proving to 
be extremely popular as they integrate perfectly with natural stone. 

https://www.instagram.com/emileemchugh_/
https://www.instagram.com/dylanjamesphoto/
https://www.instagram.com/meiraustralia/
https://www.instagram.com/zoubuild/
https://www.instagram.com/rachaellanepictures/
https://www.instagram.com/meiraustralia/


Meir
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There is an expected resurgence of traditional tapware styles – think 
three piece and heritage design features but with modern water 
ratings, finishes & configurations. 

Meir’s matte black freestanding round bath spout 
combined with their matte black mixer exudes 
sophistication and elegance is perfect for your newly-
renovated bathroom. 

The slimline design of circular wall taps is proving 
to be extremely popular. The subtle, yet 
sophisticated statement created by distinctive 
circular handles are transforming bathroom 
designs with their simplicity. 

The Milli Pure collection from Reece 
showcases textures with circular ‘tap’ 
dials available in a range of textured 
finishes.

Traditional tapware styles 

Freestanding bath spouts are the must have for any luxury 
bathroom. They create a striking aesthetic and a five star 
hotel-like experience. For the ultimate at-home spa 
indulgence the options of combining a hand shower

are essential.  

Freestanding bath spouts 

Circular wall taps

Architect: Wojcicki Constructions Pty Ltd  

Stylist: Wojcicki Constructions Pty Ltd 


Photo: Magnum Photography 

Tapware: @meiraustralia


https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/meir


Architecture and Design 

Reece
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Going bold with basins

Hidden drainage 

The basin is becoming the centrepiece, after years of space-saving semi-recessed  basins at 
the forefront.  This year, the above counter basin will take centre stage on the vanity, creating 
a sense of drama due to the number of material innovations.

The use of solid surfaces extending from 
basins to baths and countertops are growing 
in popularity. Alongside their antimicrobial 
properties, solid surfaces create tactility

and add the depth, but not the weight

of stone. 

The next big material trend for basins 
aside from solid surfaces is Saphir 
Keramik (LAUFEN’s innovative ceramic), 
concrete and stainless steel. In response 
to the demand, Reece will be launching 
the first metal basins from Kado in 
March 2022.

Many new bathrooms are utilising tile-insert linear shower drains for their superior streamlined 
aesthetic. These beauties hide the drainage as they look like part of the tiled floor. A linear 
drain also allows for a much simpler tiling job.

The advantage being there is only one fall 
to the drain (rather than a requirement to 
slope from all four sides as required with

a centre floor waste).

They’re also perfect for larger wet

areas that have an integrated bath

and shower room as they can

border the wet area and separate

from the dry area in the room. 



Bombora Custom Furniture
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Kitchen design trends

The kitchen has always been the workhorse of the home with the past year being no 
exception. Our kitchens must now play host to a variety of additional tasks alongside 
traditional kitchen duties. With homeschooling, working from home and a renewed 
enthusiasm (by necessity) for in-house cooking and entertaining, well-designed, 
multi-functional spaces are more important than ever. The KBDi expects this diversity

of purpose to continue to be a key feature of kitchen design in the coming year. 

Kitchen Colour palettes, materials & finishes

It is anticipated that there will be a shift away from the sometimes-sterile all white kitchen 
and bathroom environments. It’s almost reactionary to the decades of white kitchens that 
were so prevalent. Natural palettes featuring darker woodgrains with sophisticated warm 
finishes are becoming much more popular. 

Burnt black timbers and stones combined with brushed silver metals are becoming

more widely specified.

Dark and dramatic

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/bombora-custom-furniture


Image credit: Laminex 

Designed by Kennedy Nolan

In terms of solid colours, natural, earthier tones will continue to 
grow in popularity for through 2022. Terracottas, browns and 
beiges will be making their way into kitchens as well as muted 
burgundies and maroons.   

Grounding hues

Battened, V grooved, and fluted forms appeared in 
commercial applications such as cafes, bars and 
restaurants. They have now filtered through to the 
home, often used for a feature wall or as a 
decorative element under an island bench, this look 
has become extremely popular and is expected to 
be for some time.

Fluted forms

Curves and arched forms have come back in a big way, especially when it comes to 
curved island benches. This could be owing to the fact that creating a curve is not as 
convoluted as it once was in the past. Laminex laminate ties into this trend perfectly,

as it can be coldformed or postformed to produce beautiful, organically curved shapes. 

Curvaceous kitchens 

Zephyr & Stones

22
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On trend tapware for the kitchen

Touchless kitchen faucets will be 
trendy as they are easier to maintain. 
Aside from their striking aesthetics, 
touchless faucets can help you 
conserve water because they 
automatically shut down when not in 
use, reducing the likelihood of 
someone leaving the water running 
unattended.  

Much like the bathroom, there is real 
focus on aged finishes with a spectrum 

of beautiful grey options from aged iron 

through to brushed pewters which feel 

very timeless and trend ambivalent.  

Touchless technology

Aged finishes

Health & hygiene in the kitchen is top priority. There was a lot of media in 2021 about the 
potential dangers and health effects of traditional brass taps (which often contain lead). 
The internal surface inside a brass tap can be rough. Over time this can collect debris from 
the water supply. 

As many people drink from their kitchen tap there is an upward trend to install a stainless 
steel tap rather than a brass tap.  A stainless steel tap contains no lead and has a 
microscopically smooth internal surface which does not collect material or germs. It 
provides an optimum long term benefit for water used for drinking and food preparation. 

Stainless steel mixers

Build Scarpa Developments @ianscarpa

Styling by Embracing Space @embracingspace


Photography @kitspix

Tapware: @meiraustralia


Caesarstone

https://www.instagram.com/ianscarpa/
https://www.instagram.com/embracingspace/
https://www.instagram.com/kitspix/
https://www.instagram.com/meiraustralia/
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/caesarstone


Caesarstone
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Scratch resistant sinks

Renovator Store is in the process of perfecting the non-scratch properties of PVD coated 
stainless steel sinks with their suppliers. Whilst brushed brass, copper and gunmetal sinks have 
been available for some time, their level of scratch resistance hasn’t been acceptable.  Now 
with new PVD technologies addressing this Renovator Store will soon be launching a new 
range of coloured sink options - particularly brushed brass.  

Seamless and streamlined designs

A strong desire for clean lines and a seamless aesthetic has seen the fully integrated kitchen 
gain a lot of momentum. Innovative and efficient storage is the key to achieving a true 
minimalist kitchen as everything can be hidden away. 

Concealing appliances such as fridges and incorporating smart storage solutions such as 
pull-out pantries, corner cabinet storage, integrated pull-out bins, and under-bench pull-out 
storage keep the kitchen cabinetry streamlined but provide full access to everything inside.

https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspirer/caesarstone


New and popular building 
materials and finishes for 2022

2022 will see the emergence of exaggerated scale and imperfect forms and shapes. A good 
example of this is crazy pave in a muted palette of white pavers outdoors, or made with 
broken marble slabs for interiors. This is a growing trend inspired by meditteranean design. It 
offers another layer of textural interest but also provides an interesting alternative to terrazzo.

Credits: Eco Outdoor

Architecture & Interiors: Studio Esteta


Photography: Sean Fennessy


Trend 6

Crazy pave
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Roof tiles appear to be growing in demand, as the market appreciates the diversity of colour 
and profile choices.  Spending more time at home recently, people are looking to create a 
quiet and comfortable sanctuary and roof tiles are superior to alternative lightweight 
materials. 

Roof tiles over tin

Bricks will always be Australia’s favourite 
walling material. Bricks have an unrivalled 

range of colours and finishes to chose from 
and are backed by a 100 year warranty, 

providing ultimate peace of mind. Bricks 
aren’t just popular for the exterior, we’re 

seeing a trend towards bringing outdoor 
material palettes inside. To lessen 

engineering requirements, Brickworks are 
now making external bricks available in 

new, lighter formats for simplified 
installation. 

Bricks win
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Solar roof tiles

There is also a strong interest in the capture 
and storage of solar energy using integrated 
solar roof tiles and battery storage systems. 
This type of roofing tile is available from 
Bristile Roofing.

The importance of sleep for good health 
is also predicted to grow in focus in the 
year ahead. Creating a quiet sleeping 
space and reducing noise from 
neighbours and traffic is key.

High mass products like roof tiles

and bricks are best to achieve this.

Brickworks

Brickworks



Terracotta’s natural beauty and warmth are in high demand for residential projects. There is a 
trend towards having fewer composite materials on facades instead of creating a continuous 
material palette from roof form to exterior walls.

Austral bricks have launched a beautiful 
new terracotta cladding product called 
SK1N to create a seamless finish across 
the home. The introduction of this 
product as a rain screen creates a 
thermal break, which assists with 
lessening the need for artificial

heating and cooling.

Brickworks

Terracotta cladding 
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Brickworks



Let there be light! Venetian Glass Bricks 
or blocks are becoming very popular in 
southern markets. More architects have 
begun specifying these shimmering 
beauties for buildings and homes 
where the introduction of light is key to 
designing comfortable and liveable 
spaces.

This is Australia's first Venetian 
glass brick from Austral bricks. 
Made in Italy, the collection 
transforms Italy’s famous Murano 
glass-making techniques into a 
high-quality glass brick. 

Venetian glass blocks

The need to make more sustainable choices and 
reduce carbon emissions is understood globally. 
‘Buy local’ is a macro trend that will continue to 
become the way of the future. If this is important 
to you, look for companies that are well placed

to meet this demand. 

One great example is Brickworks who 
have manufacturing sites in every 
capital city creating local employment 
and confidence around supply. They 
recently obtained a second Climate 
Active carbon neutral license and

are the only brick and paver 
manufacturer in the Australian

market offering carbon neutral 
products. 

Brickworks

Carbon neutral products
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Credit: Brickworks

Pixelci



Brickworks

Outdoor living trends
Nature has become our refuge. Making the best use of available outdoor space and creating 
a connection between indoor and outdoor living is now just as important as the inside of the 
home. Linking these spaces allows more light to enter the home and makes both the inside 
and outdoor areas feel more spacious.

In recent years, gardens have become increasingly smaller to allow for larger homes to fit on 
smaller blocks. Today many new home builders are choosing two-story homes in order to 
maximise their lawn and garden area. Starting a garden is an excellent way to spend quality 
time with your family and can be a great way to have some much-needed outdoor time, 
especially for those working from home. A garden can also double as an entertainment area 
where you can host intimate parties or dinners. On top of these, they help improve the air 
quality and reduce pollution. 

Trend 7

Generous gardens

Breeze Blocks are growing in popularity 
as a way of blocking solar gains but 
allowing naturally cooling breezes to 
make alfresco and outdoor areas 
comfortable, all year round.

We are also seeing breeze blocks

being used for outdoor feature

walls, built-in furniture

such as bench seating, and

BBQ enclosures.  

Breeze Blocks
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The desire for a fully functional kitchen outdoors is growing 
as people spend more time at home.

A garden room is also an excellent choice if 
you want to build a home office away from the 
noises and distractions of your house. If you 
have kids attending online classes, you can 
turn your garden room into a study room 
where your children can attend classes and 
complete their homework without getting 
distracted by other family members.

With the increasing number of individuals recognising the importance of relieving stress comes 
the increase in the interest in garden rooms as an oasis of relaxation. Garden rooms are 
standalone structures homeowners can use in various ways. If you’re planning to construct a 
garden room, keeping it below 2.5 metres in height means that you won’t likely need to secure a 
permit for its construction, so you have less paperwork to deal with. 

An outdoor kitchen is an excellent home 
addition if you have limited space inside your 

home and will allow you to move more 
comfortably while showing off your kitchen 

skills. In addition, an outdoor kitchen can help 
you keep your home from smelling like last 

night’s dinner since an outdoor kitchen offers 
better ventilation.

Credit: InForm 

Photography: Derek Swalwell

Outdoor kitchens

Garden room


Who said drains had to be ugly? Black outdoor stainless steel drains are proving popular for 
the patio or around the pool due to their modern aesthetic, durability, and easy maintenance.

Stormtech’s black powder coated stainless steel grate is an excellent example of a drainage 
system that’s efficient yet aesthetically pleasing.

Architectural outdoor drainage
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Oeco Garden Rooms



Beacon Lighting

Living room design trends

Trend 8

Vintage finishes
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Incorporating vintage furniture in living room designs is one trend you can expect to see more 
this coming year. With more furniture makers experiencing production delays because of lack 
of materials and restrictions in movements, the lead time on furniture orders also gets longer, 
forcing more homeowners to resort to antiquing for their furniture needs.

Vintage coffee tables, centre tables, ottomans, and decors can give your living room character. 
Using vintage touches also provides an amazing contrast if you have a minimalist or modern 
living room theme. Using vintage pieces is also an eco-friendly decision because vintage pieces 
don’t require new materials. Learning about the history of the vintage furniture you are 
purchasing can also be an excellent starting point for interesting conversations with guests.



What’s great about reupholstering is you 
can keep well-loved furniture while 
making it look brand-new. You can also 
choose the design and colour of the 
upholstery you want to use.

People automatically associate velvet with richness and affluence, and nothing beats rich 
coloured velvet furnishings. The lushness of velvet fabric makes furniture stand out and is an 
excellent choice for statement pieces. In addition, velvet is a fantastic fabric if you want to 
incorporate Pantone’s colour of the year, Very Peri, in your home interior because it’s a colour 
that will look fantastic in velvet.

Using bold colour schemes is one design trend 
that might never go out of style because of how 

much it can transform your living room. Bright 
and punchy colours help bring living rooms to life 

and lend energy to their occupants. If you want 
something relaxing or subdued, daring and dark 
tones will suit your taste, like dark greens or dark 

blues. If you love showcasing artwork, dark 
colours provide excellent backgrounds for 
paintings and artwork, ensuring that your 

collection will stand out. 

Reupholstering old furniture is one of the most 
budget-friendly living room design ideas and 
can help you achieve a fresh look minus the 
hefty price tag. 

Resene’s Luxe wallpaper is rich and has a glossy finish that gives living rooms extra depth and a 
certain wow factor. You have a choice between layered metallics, shimmering patterns, and 
embossed designs for that glamourous effect.
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Rich coloured velvets


Brave and bold colours

Reupholstery

James Lane

Resene



Flooring Trends

Trend 9
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Polytec

Parquet


Although parquet flooring has been around 
for ages, there is no denying that the use of 
parquet as flooring material will continue to 
be popular, and we don’t expect this to 
change in 2022.

This classic flooring material is 
versatile and can work well with warm 
and cold shades. If you want a parquet 
floor with a more modern look, you can 
also use planks with varying widths 
resulting in an eye-catching pattern. 



architessa.com
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Gone are the days when a floor should use just one flooring material because of the 
advancements in material technology. You can now use two different flooring materials 
together. The use of multiple floor materials and finishes can help you achieve a unique look 
your guests are unlikely to see in other homes.

Combination floors

Rustic Wood


Imagine Floors

Using different flooring materials is especially useful if you have a home with an open floor plan 
because you can use different flooring materials to designate boundaries between different 
areas.

Using rustic wood is another trend that can make 
your wood floor stand out because of the 

interesting patterns and texture. 

 Distressed wood is a favourite among 
those who want naturally-aged wood 

planks because of its small grooves 
and undulations. There is also hand-
scraped wood with irregular ridges & 

grooves, resulting in pronounced 
depth and definition.



Tiento Tiles
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Porcelain Stoneware


If you’re looking for a trend that will give you luxurious-looking floors, then porcelain stoneware 
should be your go-to material. Porcelain stoneware comes in different colours and finishes, so 
you won’t run out of choices when selecting something that will look great for your overall 
home design. 

You can also choose between matte or glossy finish depending on your preference. 

One of the most common complaints about porcelain stoneware is it can feel cold and 
uncomfortable to step on, but this is something you can easily remedy through the help of an 
efficient underfloor heating system.



Tiento Tiles
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That’s a wrap! 
Despite some trying times, many great new design trends, ideas and techniques have 
emerged as a result of the challenges of the past 24 months. 

Restrictions in international travel has resulted in more homeowners taking advantage of their 
time at home to start home renovation and redesign projects. It will be interesting to see 
homeowners add their personal touch to home design trends to develop unique home designs 
they can call their own.


Having so many trends, styles and products to choose from can be a little overwhelming. 
Our advice is to not be governed by any one particular style trend. Your home should 
address the needs of your family and reflect your own personal style. Most importantly 
your home should be functional and stand the test of time in terms of quality and 
aesthetics. 

How will you redesign your home?

We’d love to see pictures of your completed new build or renovation in 2022.

Talk to  about how we can help you create your dream space by phoning

1300 936 740. Now that you have signed up to our free project planning app, you can get 
started on saving images to your dreamboard right away via our  and from 
our .

Superdraft

inspiration gallery
trends articles

https://www.superdraft.com.au/book-design-consultation
https://www.superdraft.com.au/inspiration
https://www.superdraft.com.au/trends
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Pantone

HandkraftedOknalux

MockaStormtech

Tile Factory Outlet


James Lane Furniture

Mint Art Co



Our head office

Need personal design advice?
Talk to a Superdraft Design Consultant. We can find ways to implement your ideas into 
your project or give you bespoke design solutions.

info@superdraft.com.au

194 Varsity Parade, Varsity Lakes Gold Coast, QLD 1300 936 740

superdraft.com.au

Thank you.

Join our design community

mailto:info@superdraft.com.au
https://www.superdraft.com.au/
https://www.instagram.com/superdraftau/
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